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Apocalyptic social media

• Re-emergence of  apocalyptic discourses 
in the new millennium – “apocalyptic 
shift” (DiTommaso 2020)

• Proliferation of  apocalyptic topics in 
mass media and social mediamass media and social media

• Major attitudes towards contemporary 
apocalyptic:  alarmism / criticism / 
mocking

• Most prominent vehicles of  the 
apocalyptic zeitgeist: digital memes



Apocalypse as rhetoric

• Apocalypse: revelation – showing the hidden
• hierophany / theophany

• Apocalyptic:  visual rhetoric

• “apocalyptic literature can be considered a 
rhetoric of  spectacular imagery that is based 
on symbolic representations of  the 
transcendent world, or transfigured allegories 
of  this world”



Apocalypse as semiotic

• Apocalyptic: signification (creation of  
signs, giving meaning) and 
interpretation of  signs

• “apocalyptic mentality (…) is 
essentially a continual search for and 
interpretation of  ‘signs’ (Eco 2003), 
which herald the expected final 
events”



Apocalypse as meme

• Apocalyptic worldview:  mental/spiritual paradigm  
- “archetypal structure of  the imaginary ” —
psychological complex

• Apocalypse itself  is a meme — or rather 
metameme (memeplex) (Vacker 2012)

• “To use the language of  evolutionary 
epidemiology, millennialism is a meme
programmed to spread as rapidly and pervasively 
as possible. Under the right — apocalyptic —
conditions, that meme can spread at epidemic 
speeds and breach the public transcript with 
explosive force.” (Landes 2011)



Meme as communication
• Meme: analogy of  ‘gene’ (Dawkins 1976) : ‘mimeme’ = 

‘that which is imitated’

• Cultural memes: “small units of  cultural transformation, 
self-replicating and -propagating [and mutating] in 
similar way as the genetic information bits” (Dawkins 
1976) – ‘virus of  the mind’ (Dawkins 1976) 1976) – ‘virus of  the mind’ (Dawkins 1976) 

• Internet memes: ‘instead of  mutating by random change 
and spreading by a form of  Darwinian selection, they are 
altered deliberately by human creativity. Unlike with 
genes (and Dawkins’ original meaning of  ‘meme’), there 
is no attempt at accuracy of  copying; internet memes 
are deliberately altered.’ (Solon 2013) – intentionally 
created!



Internet memes as rhetoric
• Memetic: “both as a form of  producing digital discourses and 

as a device to analyze these discourses”

• Memetic rhetoric: 
– “memes provide important (means for) religious meaning-making 

online, which expresses key attributes of  participatory culture 
and trends towards lived religion.” (Bellar, Campbell et al. 2013)and trends towards lived religion.” (Bellar, Campbell et al. 2013)

– “persuasive discourses for entertainment, spreading stereotypes, 
and online activism” (Zhao 2015) / 

– “a form of  rhetoric the average netizen can use to bring socio-
political messages across” (Wassenhove 2017)

– innocent, playful humorous jokes; brutal, insensitive trollings; 
powerful divisive weapons directed against ideological opponents 
(Lankshear and Knobel 2019)

– discursive devices able to question, criticize, disarm, and 
undermine extant discourses (Huntington 2015)

– revive, reinterpret art – invite to and involve into dialogue (Golya
2018; Berszán 2020)



Genres and types 
of  Internet memes

• videos and image macros
• stages of  formation: spreadable media – emergent 

memes – memes (Wiggins and Bowers 2014)
• remixed images (single images: annotated images, 

demotivationals, image macros, shops, graphical texts;demotivationals, image macros, shops, graphical texts;
or stacked images: Rage Comics, stacked stills) and 
stable images (drawings, graphs, ‘memes IRL’, 
screenshots, and unannotated photos) (Milner 2012)

• origin or production of  meme: documentation of  “real-
life” moments; explicit manipulation (remix) of  visual or 
audiovisual mass-mediated content, and new meme-
oriented content (Shifman 2014)



Apocalyptic rhetoric
• 4 operations of  apocalyptic rhetoric: 

revealing / obscuring / allegorizing / actualizing
• 4 objectives of  apocalyptic rhetoric: 

conversion / subversion / initiation / consolation
• 3 types of  contemporary apocalyptic rhetoric

religious / secular / improvisational (bricolage)religious / secular / improvisational (bricolage)
• Apocalyptic rhetoric in Burkean frames

frames of  acceptance / frames of  rejection
(tragic, comic, heroic…) / (ironic, satiric, grotesque…)

• Apocalyptic rhetoric in O’Leary’s frames
tragic frame / comic frame

• Stances in apocalyptic rhetoric according to Landes
roosters / owls + jays!



Apocalyptic rhetors

ROOSTERS

“crow about the imminent dawn. 
Apocalyptic prophets, messianic pretenders, 

chronologists calculating an imminent 
doomsday—they all want to rouse the 

courtyard, stir the other animals into action, 
shatter the quiet complacency of a sleeping 
community.” (Landes 1996) “(They) would 

have us believe that the owls are all 
ostriches with their heads in the sand.” 

(Landes 1998)

OWLS

“night-animals; they dislike both noise and 
light; they want to hush the roosters, 

insisting that it is still night, that the dawn is 
far away, that the roosters are not only 

incorrect, but dangerous—the foxes are still 
about and the master asleep.” (Landes 1996)

“(They) would have us believe that the 
roosters are all Chicken Littles.” (Landes

1998)

JAYS

“mocking and trickster nature, they are 
noisily and playfully chattering about the end 

of the world, and other catastrophic 
phenomena, laugh at the apocalyptic 

prophets and sometimes at their critics as 
well, who take them and debate them too 
seriously; jays, as in real life, are mimicking 

and mocking and deceiving roosters and 
owls, just as any other birds alike.”



Apocalyptic social media rhetoric

• “online recombinant (bricolage) apocalyptic discourses bear an inherent 
subversive nature - both because the subvertivity of  the Internet itself  as medium, 
and because of  the subversiveness of  apocalyptic rhetoric per se” (Cardone
2007) 

• ‘prophecies about imminent global catastrophes, setting dates for Doomsday or 
the Rapture of  the saints, the global hype around the 2012 Mayan Apocalypse, the 
catastrophic climate change, a possible alien invasion or Zombie outbreak, and catastrophic climate change, a possible alien invasion or Zombie outbreak, and 
other alarmist End-of-the-World narratives’ - ‘roosters’, tragic frame

• ‘skeptical discourses circulating on the Internet, debunking articles and videos, 
criticizing the former ones, offering rational explanations and scientific 
argumentations’ - ‘owls’, comic frame

• ‘criticism of  religious millennialist ideas, mocking them and making them derisory, 
also criticism and mocking of  doomsday-alarmism based on scientific data (e.g. 
climate worries, economical or demographical fears), or coming from political 
mass media, or just simply from the spirit of  the times’ – ‘jays’, satirical, 
burlesque, grotesque frame, ridiculizing stance



Apocalypse memes

• 200+ apocalypse memes (Nov. 2019 –
July 2020)

• Primary sources: Facebook, 
Instagram, Reddit, Tumblr, Pinterest + Instagram, Reddit, Tumblr, Pinterest + 
meme generator sites

• 18 memes discussed in the article
• 4 memes – exempla:

2 serious – 2 derisory



According to the Book of  Revelation
• Serious apocalypse meme
• Alarmist: ‘rooster’ rhetoric, tragic frame
• 46 occurrences - most frequently on Christian 

Pinterest collections
• Various titles, among them: “God’s Judgment is 

coming upon the Earth. Read the book of  
Revelation”

• Collage, ‘stacked stills’ meme - (photo)shop 
technique (digital art images and photos) with 
overimposed title text: “Revelation”

• Elements: 4 horsemen of  the Apocalypse, 
plagues and catastrophes from the Book of  
Revelation depicted by cinematic and media 
captions (collapsing and burning cities, Statue of  
Liberty, Eiffel Tower swallowed by sea, meteor 
impact), famine, war, money burning, nuclear 
blast, invasion of  locusts etc.

• Visual rhetoric operations: connection, 
juxtaposition

• Rhetorical devices: revelation, allegorization, 
actualization

• Rhetorical objectives: conversion (wake up call), 
subversion (criticism of  present world), initiation 
(into God’s plans), catharsis



Reckoning on Judgment Day
• Serious apocalypse meme
• Critical, ‘rooster’ rhetoric, tragic frame
• 7 occurrences – (reddit, pinterest, 

me.me, imgur, FB) twice on atheist 
forums

• Various titles, among them: “If  there's a 
god, he will have to beg my forgiveness.”

• Simple image macro with overimposed 
text: “On Judgment Day – I promise I will 
let God have a chance to explain 
himself.”

• Elements: single documentary photo of  • Elements: single documentary photo of  
starving African children in a 
desolate/devastated environment. 
(alluding to the plague of  famine from 
Revelation)

• Rhetorical devices: inversion, opposition, 
actualization

• Rhetorical objectives: conversion 
(senzitization), subversion (criticism 
directed against religion, economic 
system, injustice of  present world)

• Apocalyptic content of  the image 
justifying the text in sharp contrast with 
religious apocalyptic messages 
(Judgment retorted to God)



2012 Mayan Apocalypse

• Derisory apocalypse meme
• Critical, ‘owl’ rhetoric, ironic frame
• 80 occurrences – on various social 

media and photo sharing networks 
(among them: imgur, pinterest, reddit,  
9gag, twitter, facebook) , often on 
skeptical sites 

• Demotivational meme based on an 
image image macros (with 
overimposed text)overimposed text)

• Elements: a picture of  media celebrity 
scientist Neil DeGrasse Tyson (known 
for debunking  myths)

• Rhetorical devices: conversion, 
actualization, irony

• Rhetorical objectives: rejection, 
subversion (criticism directed against 
religion  in general, and popular 
culture Mayan Apocalypse 
apocalypticism in this respect)

• Contrast of  future expectations 
(fears) with facts of  history



Zombie Apocalypse

• Derisory apocalypse meme
• Critical, ‘jay’ rhetoric, satiric frame
• 1 occurrence – awwmemes.com
• Complex meme of  stacked stills (two 

image macros) with overimposed text
• Elements: one movie still from the TV 

series “The Walking Dead” and one still 
fro the “Lion King” Disney cartoon

• Rhetorical devices: inversion, • Rhetorical devices: inversion, 
opposition, actualization

• Visual rhetoric operations: opposition, 
juxtaposition

• Rhetorical objectives: rejection, 
subversion (criticism directed against 
popular culture ‘Zombie cult’ and mass 
media), derision of  post-apocalyptic 
fantasizing

• Contrast of  expectations (hopes) with 
foreseeable reality



Conclusions
• The Apocalypse meme(-plex) is revitalized in contemporary popular 

culture mostly via mass media and social media.
• “Where once apocalyptic revelation was transmitted from prophet or 

seer to prophetic community along restricted channels, now it can be 
broadcast across the entire social bandwidth. The prophet today has 
six billion faces, and that prophet is us.” (DiTommaso 2020)

• Digital memes are viral vehicles of  the Apocalypse meme in social 
media. (cf. Vacker 2012)

• Apocalypse memes express our anxieties, frustrations, hopes but 
also our discontent, doubts, and derision – or just simply our good also our discontent, doubts, and derision – or just simply our good 
humor.

• We have become apocalyptic rhetors and digital memes are our 
rhetoric, and – according to our beliefs and temperament – we may 
now all be roosters, owls, or jays of  the Apocalypse.
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Thanks for your attention, 
and see you next year!


